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CVCE Open Positions 

 

The Centre Virtuel de la Connaissance sur l’Europe (CVCE) is a Luxembourg-based public 

institution that develops and maintains ENA (European NAvigator: www.ena.lu), the first digital 

library on the history of the European integration process. 

 

The CVCE has immediate openings for the following positions: 

 

1. Specialist in Digital Library Concepts and User Experience to support the design 

of high quality user oriented services and functionalities for the ENA DL with a 

particular focus on the analysis and follow-up of specific user communities as well as 

quality and trust issues within digital libraries. Will include following tasks 

a. Development and follow-up of the necessary framework to capture the needs 

of the different ENA user communities and to translate them into service and 

functionality concepts  

b. Development and follow-up of ENA service and functionality concepts on the 

basis of the user studies and in close cooperation with the content creators and 

the information architecture developers  

c. Development and follow-up of the ENA “quality and trust” framework 

2. Digital Library Architecture Specialist (fixed-term position) to support the 

reconceptualisation and the development of the current information architecture of the 

ENA DL. Demonstrate thorough knowledge of DL standards, technologies and 

approaches. A particular focus is put onto user-oriented web services as well as 

interoperability issues. The main task will be geared towards the Project management 

and documentation of the ENA architecture conceptualisation and development in 

close cooperation with the head of the department 

3. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) Developer (fixed-term position) to be 

involved in the development of the set of web services that will implement the core 

processes of the new digital library system. A first experience in the creation of web 
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services architectures, a good ability in proposing technical solutions, and a natural 

team spirit are required.     

4. Web 2.0 / Rich Desktop Application (RDA) Developer (fixed-term position) to 

design and develop a new multimedia front office for the ENA DL. Using the very last 

internet technologies, the challenge consists in offering a better general experience to 

the final users in connexion with their actual needs and expectations. Mastering Flash 

and actionscript technologies as well as a good understanding of Web2.0 habits are a 

must. 

5. Economist (fixed-term position) with a strong experience in the development of 

sustainable business models for digital heritage institutions to support the development 

of a framework for a sustainable economic model for the CVCE with a particular 

focus on the ENA DL. 

6. Specialist in European Studies with a strong interest in knowledge society 

technologies and developments to support the development of high quality and 

scientifically validated content for the ENA DL. A PhD in European Studies (or 

related studies) is required. The tasks will include the scientific follow-up of the ENA 

content in close cooperation with the head of the department as well as an active 

participation in the organization of the content development. 

 

Please send your application including a curriculum vitae and a cover letter: 

 

By e-mail to: drh@cvce.lu  

 

Or by mail to: 

 

CVCE 

Human Resources Department 

Château de Sanem 

L-4992 Sanem 

 

For more information, please visit: www.cvce.lu  


